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INTRODUCING NEW CANYON COOLERS® TUMBLERS IN COPPER METAL FINISH  
 

Superior Vacuum Insulation Makes for Seriously Cold or Hot Beverages 
 

Nothing beats piping hot coffee during a cold-weather hunt or an ice-cold drink to refresh and fuel your summer 
adventure.  Keeping drinks the temperature you want is now possible with the new Canyon Coolers® Tumblers, now 
available in a sleek copper metal finish.  The revolutionary design was created by the company that virtually invented the 
ability to keep things seriously cold for days – and even weeks – when out in the wild.  Built tough for maximum 
durability, it’s the perfect companion for any excursion outdoors. 
 
Those who have started using the company’s vacuum tumblers can testify to the fact that no matter where your next 
adventure takes you – whether it be a chilly pre-dawn fishing trip or an off-road excursion thru the hot Arizona desert – 
the tumbler will keep your beverage super hot or cold, whatever your need.  The tumblers are now available in a stunning 
new metal copper finish, and are embossed with the Canyon Coolers logo and the state of Arizona’s copper star which 
has long-represented the copper mining industry on it’s flag. 
 
Featuring ultra-rugged but lightweight 18/8 food-grade stainless steel, the Canyon Coolers Tumblers are engineered with 
a unique double-walled design. The double-walled construction works to both keep maximum heat and ice retention as 
well as to prevent sweating and condensation, an annoying side effect of many beverage holders. The tumblers are 
available two sizes: 20-ounce and 30-ounce, and have a completely closeable lid sealed with silicone for keeping heat 
and cold in.  Ergonomically designed to fit comfortably in your hand, the cups also fit into 99 percent of cup holders for 
your convenience. 
 
Canyon Coolers manufactures ridiculously cold, seriously tough coolers to keep food and beverages cold for not just 
days, but weeks. Ultra-tough in design from the drain plugs, latches, and handles — these coolers are designed to 
take a beating from the hot sun in stride. Canyon Coolers are used by hunters, anglers, rafters, outdoor enthusiasts —
and anyone else whose adventures are fueled by seriously cold refreshments. To learn more about Canyon Coolers’ 
full-line of premium, ridiculously cold and seriously tough coolers, contact Canyon Coolers at 866-558- 3267 or visit 
www.canyoncoolers.com.  
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